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DataComm’s secure file transfer solution can be used in many ways
such as remote deposit capture, storage and retrieval, payroll
information storage, loan document sharing and board member file
sharing.
Your institution can utilize the service for any one of these purposes, or
we can customize the solution to fit your unique business needs at a
fraction of the cost of implementing the technology in-house.
Complete Security. Complete Peace of Mind.
Financial Institutions must effectively manage and protect their missioncritical data. Yet as IT professionals search for the right managed file
transfer solution, they should choose one that not only exceeds their
security expectations, but also improves global collaboration, focuses on
file transfer governance, enables compliance and enhances existing
business processes. Look no further than SecurTransfer. This powerful
solution is designed to be a highly secure and stringently compliant file
transfer service. SecurTransfer is optimized for mission-critical
encrypted transfer and storage of files and data with customers, remote
employees, vendors and partners. There simply isn’t a more secure,
compliant, and flexible managed file transfer solution on the market
today. Coupling the feature rich service with a proven data center that
supports financial institutions throughout the United States and
Caribbean makes the solution unbeatable.
SecurTransfer is a highly secure enterprise managed file transfer server
which boasts end-to-end encrypted transfer and storage of data and
files and delivers powerful administration and reporting capabilities.
SecurTransfer delivers many advanced in-depth security capabilities that
are essential for the safe and reliable operation of an Internet-facing
server.

Does your institution have a
safe and secure way of sending
sensitive information via FTP or
HTTP?
Does your existing file transfer
solution make it easy and
seamless to use – for your
customers AND employees?
Service Features
HTTPS and FTPS/TLS (SSL) (FTPS IMPLICIT, TLS-P,
TLS-C, Passive)
SFTP/SCP2 (SSH2) transfer support
SMTP for file and message arrival and administrative
event notifications
FIPS 140-2 validated cryptography
AES 256-bit encrypted storage of files, messages and
other data
Transfer resume and retry support for Guaranteed
Delivery
User profiles with aging
Authentication using up to 3 factors: FTPS and HTTPS
client certificates, SFTP SSH public keys (fingerprints),
passwords, and IP addresses
FFIEC authentication rules compliant
Tamper-evident audit logs
In-Depth Reporting
NIST SP 800-88 data erasure compliant
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Compliance

SERVICE BENEFITS
Now more than ever, financial service providers’ reputations are at risk if
they are not able to assure customers, remote employees and business
partners that they can keep their information safe and secure, and that
they have effective physical, administrative, and technical safeguards in
place to monitor and control any unauthorized attempts to access that
information. Electronically exchanging company information — data that
is often core to your business, such as corporate financial data, client data,
health records, employee data, and other intellectual property — carries
with it the risk of sensitive data falling into the wrong hands or not even
making it into the right hands. The longterm trust of your business
partners, loyalty of your customers, and efficiency of your business
operations is dependent on the strategic and tactical implementation of
your file transfer process.
SecurTransfer - The Solution
SecurTransfer is a highly secure enterprise Managed File Transfer server
which boasts end-to-end encrypted transfer and storage of data and files
and delivers powerful administration and reporting capabilities.
SecurTransfer delivers many advanced in-depth security capabilities that
are essential for the safe and reliable operation of an Internet-facing
server. The following is a partial list of these capabilities — the ones that
are typically lacking in most secure FTP servers. If your requirements
include any of the following security capabilities, then you probably need
SecurTransfer.
FIPS 140-2 Validation
Encrypted Storage
End-to-End Encryption
Perimeter Security
Secure Permissions System
OS Security Independence
Integrity Checking
Non-Repudiation

Guaranteed Delivery
No Push Vulnerabilities
Tamper-Evident Audit Trail
Onscreen Keyboard
File Monitoring &
Reporting
E-Mail Notification
Web Portal
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Comprehensive testing of networks, servers,
applications and databases
One of the most experienced and respected
penetration testing teams
Utilizes industry-leading security assessment tools
Meets federal regulatory requirements (GLB, SOX,
HIPAA)

